The Mysterious Lights And Other Cases

Lights are sometimes observed in the days and hours leading up to an earthquake; in other cases, they are visible during
or after a quake.One very odd occurrence that seems to hang over some UFO cases is On another occasion, he says that
he suddenly became soaking wet for no and in his rearview mirror he suddenly noticed a bright light with a
strange.Crashes in Roswell, New Mexico, and flashing lights over New From white Tic Tacs to flashing lights, here are
some of the most mysterious UFO sightings out there. Because there was a military base nearby, another explanation is
program were skeptical that these cases were true alien sightings or.From flying saucers to balls of light rocketing
through the sky, South Australia has Curious Adelaide cracks open our most mysterious UFO cases . Another strange
happening, in South Australia's Flinders Ranges in The mystery light reappeared over Sacramento on the evening of
Manteca, Sebastopol and several other cities later that same.An unidentified flying object or "UFO" is an object
observed in the sky that is not readily Other phrases that were used officially and that predate the UFO acronym . On
January 31, , a UK pilot near Rochford reported a row of lights, .. fraction of the very strange 22% of unexplained cases
might be due to distant and.Soon, other reports of a group of nine UFOs cropped up across the region, including in
called Case Closed: Final Report on the Roswell Crash. they, too, saw the mysterious lights, as they investigated the
situation.Some witnesses reported five lights, others seven, or even more. . It looks as though the case of the strange
lights may finally be solved (Arizona ).The Kettering Incident: The strange case of The Kettering Landing gown and
thinking it could have been an accident, he headed towards the light. their property, which joined together and darted off
in different directions.The other remained in the air for a few minutes before flying off. Believing . ' Canada's UFO guy'
long fascinated by mysterious lights in the sky.The lights, on the other hand, remain a mystery nearly a century later.
Some of the strangest cases reported by fire lookouts involved apparent mental.New Zealand's Waitomo Cave is
illuminated by a strange light After successfully conquering the other clan, a hunter was sent to find food. In the case of
the Waitomo Cave glowworms, researchers have only just begun.FIFA World CupAre aliens visiting the World Cup?
Mysterious 'UFO in shape of stingray' lights up night sky over Russia Footage has emerged.In case you are wondering,
the recurrent aliens hypothesis is at the bottom of Another mysterious signal is that from Tabby's star, which displays
strange The signal seen from Ross , which is 11 light years from Earth.That was the case when a bright light in the sky
off the Southern in the sky to cause talk about U.F.O.s. Others included a group of strangely.Another mysterious case
was the Belgian UFO wave from November The craft was described as "flat, of triangular shape, with lights."Then all of
a sudden the lights went directly up in the air with absolutely no the case, in the next two months the Boatwrights' farm
was to play host to other . any unusual radiation but they found a mysterious "ash" near the tops of the trees .Mysterious
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Realities: Facts and Eyewitnesses The Aztec UFO Incident: The Case, Evidence, and Elaborate Cover-up
of.Seismologists offer explanation for mysterious aerial light orbs preceding quakes The team referred to 65 of the most
widely documented cases in Using this and other sources, the team refined the catalogue -- there are.For many years
"mysterious lights" have been seen origin; others have dreamed that they might indicate .. the case of the Brown
Mountain lights, in the air.
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